Fabric inspectors can recognize the fabric defects because they can observe not only the light and darkness but also the brilliance or gloss on the fabric surface, So, in order to distinguish the fabric defects by machine, it is also necessary to deal with such information as gathered by men. In this paper, a new method was researched to distinguish the fabric defects. We shined laser light on fabric surface and measured the diffused light over 360 degrees to create a reflected pattern.
By using a pinhole and a filter in the optical path, we normally came to be able to detect the signal even if not in drakroom. And when the pinhole diameter was 0.7 mm, we detected the signal with averaging the rippl of the noise of the thread naps and twists, and without losing the defect signal. Here the measured area (S) is given by the following equation.
S=ira2 /4cos6
Where a is the pinhole diameter, and 9 is the angle of measurement.
In this experiment, we found that the reflected pattern was dependent on the fabric construction.
The normal pattern was symmetric, while abnormal one was distorted and the distortion of the reflected pattern was dependent on the kind of defect. The similar reflected patterns can be detected in the same sort of defect, but the identical one practically does not appear again even in the same sort of defect.
Table reasoning method was introduced in order to recognize the fabric defect with reflected pattern. Firstly twelve characteristic parameters were smapled from the reflected pattern to investigate the relations between reflected pattern and fabric defect, then an expert system was built to identify the fabric defects.
Introduction
The fabric has a very complicated three-dimensional structure. Moreover, the state of surface is also very complex.
That is because not only there are many naps and roughness on the fabric surface but also the distribution is not so regular.
So the practical use of the automatic machine for detecting fabric defects is yet difficult, and the fabric inspection is also relyed on the hand. But, if a man works for a long time, he will get tired and will not be able to detect the defects accurately. Therefore, an automatic defect inspecting machine is expected to be realized.
The visual inspection by the naked eye usually depends on the strength of reflected light, color, and its distribution from fabric surface. That is to say, firstly the light is shined on the fabric surface, then the reflected light by eye is detected, and then this information is treated to judge by the inspector if there is a defect or not, or what kind of defect it is. If a machine also can collect the same optical information as a man, an automatic inspection also will be realized. From this way of thinking, some basic research, for example, optical-electric method by using the reflected lights 1 , Fraunhofer diffraction 2 1 , method by using both of reflection and transmitted light~31, etc. have been reported. In these papers, because pieces of information treated were simpler than that by man, so even if the existence of defect could be detected, the king of defect couldn't be distinguished.
Detecting the existence of defect as well as the kind of defect will be required in order to realize the automatic 
Principle of Experiment
The fabric inspector can recognize the fabric defects because they can observe not only the light and darkness but also the brilliance, or gloss of the fabric surface.
Based on this way, we shined the laser on the fabric defect, and measured the reflected light around the defect over 360 degrees, then created a reflection pattern.
And can be taken from the same kind of fabric defect, although they were not identical.
Parameter calculation
In order to recognize a closed curve such as the reflected pattern, for example a machine part as shown in Fig. 3 , G.J.AginL4I firstly calculated the gravity center of the picture then calculated 7 characteristics (X1: circumference length, X2: square root of area, X3: total area of hole, X4: minimum distance between the center of gravity and the outside, X5 : maximum distance between the center of gravity and the outside, X6: average distance between the center of gravity and the outside, X7 : slenderness). He reported that seven patterns could be discriminated by using these seven parameters shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, the treated objects were machine parts, so the patterns taken from the same kind of machine parts were almost the same ones. Therefore the recognition of the existence was easily realized. In case of fabric, because defects were as many as scores of its kinds, and irregular roughness caused by the naps on fabric surface, the identical reflected pattern practically did not appear again even if from the same sort of fabric defect. It was clear that we should have increased the number of parameters in order to recognize such fuzzy patterns. Here twelve parameters were sampled from the reflected pattern to characterize the pattern. The twelve parameters such as L (circumference length), LS (long and slender value), Dp (distance between center of gravity and pattern center), Dl (the shortest distance between center of gravity and outline), Da (the longest distance between center of gravity and outline), Io (moment of inertia), Ra (aspect ratio), R v (average radius), Sn (standard deviation), Sh (average change ratio), Hd (cave ratio), Jm (repletion ratio) were calculated to be the characteristics data of reflected pattern. Where assuming the unit area density is 1, and the pattern is as a plane. Assuming the radius Ri is the distance between the center and 
Where S is the area of pattern, n is the sampling numbers, Rmax is the maximum radius, Smax is the maximum area, Rmin is the minimum radius, Smin is the minimum area.
In order to reason defect by expert system with these parameters, dummy variables were introduced. We create the upper and lower limit of every parameter, and decide that if the calculated parameter is larger than the upper limit the dummy variable is 1, if less than the lower limit the dummy variable is 3, otherwise the dummy is 2.
These limits are shown in Table 1 , and they can not be determined with trial and error until all defects are separated.
Reasoning table
The fabric surface is very irregular, so the reflected pattern is fuzzy. Here, table reasoning method was introduced into the expert system to process such fuzzy reflected pattern.
Usually there are production rule, frame, etc. as knowledge management. The former is explained by using a simple explanation (If ... then ... ), so understanding, adding and amending will become easy. But the relation between the rules is not so obvious, the total image of the knowledge is hard to catch and the proces- Where the table name is the name for recognizing the knowledge, here it is the identification of the fabric defect. The head is a candidacy of the conclusion, a defect name to reason. The fact name is a fact of an element to be selected as a candidacy for the conclusion. It can be obtained by asking or by reasoning, here it is one of that twelve parameters. The fact value is the value for comparing with that of the inputted fact, here it is a dummy variable. The weight is a contribution degree to be selected as conclusion for the candidacy. The threshold is a value to determine whether the result in the head will be or not be adopted when the total of the weights corresponding to the inputted fact is larger or less than the threshold.
The weight is experimentally decided with reference to the variation coefficient of each parameter. Firstly, each parameter is calculated, then the variation coefficient can be taken. If the variation coefficient is too large, it means that this parameter is not dependent so much on the defect comparing with the others. In this case, we will give weight small, or do not put it in the table (That is to say, make the weight to zero). On the contrary, if the variation coefficient is small, the depending degree of parameter will be large and make the weight large. But we can't decide the weight only by the variation coefficients.
Reasoning method
Now, supposing to reason some fabric defect (It is called as conclusion A), if all the terms (parameters) for recognizing a defect is (1) as follows, following weights (2) to (1) are applied due to each term of experiment result. 
These weights represent how much the fact terms contribute to the reason to adopt the conclusion A. If a reasoning with some parameters (3) (a fact group) taken from experiment is performed, and such weights (4) is assigned in order to judge whether those facts a group can lead the adoption of a fabric defect. The assignment method of j31( fl, 2, 3 ..... 12) in (4) is as follows. Firstly, a term of the same meaning to some fact term a~(i=1, 2, 3...... 12) of (1) was searched and then a value was assigned. For example, if bj is the same meaning as a~, then I3j=a~. If a~ with the same meaning term to some bj does not exist, then bj is assigned by following two ways.
(1) If the relation between b1 and the adoption can not be admitted, then f 3,O.
(2) If bj is disadvantageous for adopting a defect, then i3j will be assigned with minus value. In this way, the absolute value of will be determined in accordance with how disadvantageous it will be.
In the experiment, if the sum of (4) was over the threshold OA, then the defect was adopted, or If Ef 3j A, then the defect was adopted. Adopted confidence quality was given by ~~3j/tai, if all fact terms were satisfied, the confidence quality was 1.0, if all not, then it would be 0.
Experiment

Sample
The sample used in experiment was white glass fabric made by Nittobo, which reflection characteristic was good. In these sample, there were defect lashingin, weft tearing, cloth stain, slack pick, broken pick, slough-off, bonded yarn, nap woven-in, etc.
In order to keep the sample in plane state, the sample on 50mmX 50mm glass plate was pasted by using a double-faced cellotape.
Experiment method 3.2.1 Basic properties of signal detecting apparatus
The outline of the signal detection apparatus is shown in Fig. 5 . The experimental equipment was composed of He-Ne laser generator SL-102 of which wave length was 0.628 µm, optical sensor PMT (Photomultiplier Tube) PH-7B, personal computer PC-98VX, rotation table and electronic X -Y stage.
Moreover, an A/D converter AB98.05 was used to transform analog signal to digital signal. Other, to compare the signal effect of reflected light from each direction, we restricted the PMT on a round rail, and detected the signal with the same distance (21.0mm) between the irradiated Point and the surface of the sensor PMT.
The optical sensor PH-7B made by JEMIC was highly precise, small-sized, light weight type. Photomultiplier tube R453 was used as the detecting part of the sensor.
A red filter R-68 was inserted on the optical path to detect the reflected light signal that only came from the laser generator. Under the above condition, it is confirmed that the influence of the other light is nearly zero.
From the above, we judged that the sensor is suitable to the measurement of the fabric reflected light.
Pinhole on light path
The optical theory of the signal measurement is shown in Fig. 6 . The laser beam (it's diameter is 2 mm) is reflected on the surface of fabric sample, and part of the reflected light goes through the pinhole and the filter, then it is transformed to electric signal by PMT. There is not any optical lens and the length of the pinhole (35mm) is comparatively long, so the light entered to PMT becomes a parallel beam with the center line of PMT. Therefore the signal of the light is not from all lighted area, but only from an ellipes area that the major axis is b, the minor axis is a, and the minor axis is equal to the diameter of the pinhole. When the diameter of pinhole is a, and the reflected light of fabric defect is measured at the angle 6, major axis b is shown as follows. b=a/cos B Fig. 7 (a) (f) shows the result taken from experiment about the effect of the pinhole diameter .
As the result analysed before, if the pinhole is too small, the ripple of the noise caused by naps will become large, and the defect discrimination will become difficult . But if the pinhole is too large, the characteristic signal of the fabric will be averaged, in results, the signal becomes small, and the reflection pattern becomes to a circle, and the recognization of fabric defect will become impossible. In this experiment, when the diameter of the pinhole is about 0.7 mm, the ripple of the noise become small, and the signal of fabric defect will be easy to recognize.
Measurement of signal
In order to create a reflected pattern, the laser beam was shined on the fabric surface, then analogously the reflected light was measured using PMT with rotating the sample and these signals were inputted into the computer after digital transformation. Since the reflected light signal was measured over 360 degrees, in the end, the same information would be got, as it was measured with a fixed incident angle of the laser. Further more, the parameters and the dummy variables were calculated to reason the kind of defect.
Here the incident angle of laser was 75 degrees, the measuring angle of laser was 65 degrees, the rotation speed of the rotation table was 5.61 (rpm). Fig. 8 (a) (h) shows the reflected patterns which were detected from the sample lash-in, weft tearing, cloth stain, slack pick, broken pick, slough-off, bonded yarn, nap woven-in. As shown in Fig. 8 , it is clear that the reflection pattern at the defect was distorted from normal, and the distortion was dependent on the kind of defect, if an appropriate incident angle of the laser and measuring angle were used. Table 2 shows the parameters. If measured value were calculated due to the upper and lower limits shown in Table 1 , the dummy variables shown in Table 3 was taken, then if these values were inputted into the expert system, the defect could be reasoned. Now, let us see a reasoning process for a broken pick defect. All the conditions (parameters) for recognizing broken pick are as follows.
Result
[L(1), Du (1), L(1), H(1), Sh (1), Jm (1) Table 2 Characteristic parameters
There are twelve terms in (b), but there are only six terms in (a), because the other terms are not admitted for the relation to adopt the broken pick, in other word, the weight is zero and they are omitted.
These weights (b) represent how much the fact terms contribution to the reason to adopt the broken pick. The fact terms taken from experiment are as follows. 
In the above terms, there are six facts L, Da, Io , H, Sh, ,lm, which have the same meaning with the facts (a) for recognizing the broken pick. The other facts do not exist at (a) and the weight is assigned to zero. In the end, following weights are assigned.
[L(6), D~ (4), L(5), H(5), Sh (3), Jm (2) 
The sum of the weights becomes 25, as it is larger than the threshold 20, so broken pick is adopted. The sum of (d) is equal to the sum of (b), then adopted confidencial quality is 1.0.
The reasoning process in detail will be performed as follows. The other defects will not be adopted. For example, in the case of woven bar, the facts are as follows.
[L (2), LS (1), D, (3), Da (1), H(3), Sh (1) Ha (1), Jm (2)] Weights (f) will be applied to the above terms. These weights represent how much (e) contributed to the reason in order to adopt the woven bar. The facts taken from the experiment was as same as (c). There were three facts Dl, Da, Sh, which had the same meaning with the facts (e) for recognizing the woven bar.
The other terms did not exist at (e), and the weight was assigned to zero. In the end following weights were assigned.
[D1(1), Da(3), Sh (3) 
The sum of the weights was seven, less than the threshold 18, so the woven bar was not adopted.
In this experiment, the recognization rate about 70^'95 percentage was taken.
Conclusion
1) The reflected pattern of fabric was dependent on the structure of fabric. The reflected pattern at the defect was distorted from normal and that distortion was dependent on the kind of defect.
2) In order to detect the signal of the light only from laser, a pinhole was set on the optical path, and when the diameter of the pinhole was about 0.7 mm, the ripple of the noise was small, and the signal of the fabric defect would be easy to detect.
3) Twelve parameters were introduced as the characteristic of the reflected pattern and by using these parameters, the reflected patterns were discriminated with them. 4) Table reasoning method was introduced to recognize the fabric defect and the method was suitable for processing the fuzzy information such as reflected pattern. 
